
     
    In the past month we have covered almost 500 miles in the MG – this is the most we’ve done in a 

month since the Cape Centres held in Wilderness in May this year!  It’s great to have been able to  
enjoy so many MG outings, both the club outings as well as the trips to Hermanus and Prince 
Alfred’s Hamlet for their respective shows.  

What a change from the attendances I reported on in the previous Breed – the past month’s 
attendances have been remarkable.  The veterans’ run organised by Colin and Carol Cromhout 
was a most beautiful drive through the Winelands and 31 members enjoyed this outing.  

The clubhouse natter was attended by as many as 40 members, where we were treated to see 
the stunning photos of, and hear about, Roger Lewis’s recent trip overseas. 

The Hermanus Whales and Wheels at the end of September was enjoyed by many members, 
some of whom had their cars on display and others came along as spectators.  The Killarney Motor 
Show was not well supported, but the rainy conditions in the morning did not deter some of us who 
put our cars on show.  Not many members ventured out to Prince Alfred’s Hamlet for their “Kuns 
en Kultuurfees”, but for those who did it was an extremely enjoyable outing, as the country folk 
certainly know how to put on an entertaining show.  We were also fortunate to visit country members 
Basil Wesson and son David in Ceres, who kindly opened the doors to their car collection on the 
Sunday and we enjoyed seeing the collection of about 140 cars, mostly American and British.

Looking ahead, I would like to highlight the following 2 events:

The 3rd Century Classic Car Run, organised by the Triumph Sports Car Club, will be held on the 
19th November.  More details are published in this month’s Breed.  Please enter soon, as the run 
is limited to 100 cars.

Our annual Showday/Christmas picnic will be held on Sunday the 3rd December at Timour Hall.  
Please enter your cars for judging, the entry details are in the Breed.

Happy days are MG days,

Philip
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 CONTACT DETAILS              EDITOR’S CORNER

This is a bumper issue of The Breed as the Club has 
been pretty busy and certain members have given some 
entertaining feedback and reports on various events.
My sincere thanks to all who have contributed, either with 
photos or articles.

Three car shows in as many weeks certainly keeps us on
our toes.  Thankfully I don’t have to wash and polish the 
TD!

Still lots more happening over the next few weeks, make 
sure you read Out and About.  Last year the Club’s annual 
Showday was an excellent event and a great time was had 
by all.  Hope to see more MG members there this year.  
Why not bring some friends along and introduce them to 
the MG side of life.

Roy Zazeraj writes an interesting article about the MGTF 
on pages 6-7.

Reports for the November issue of The Breed need to be 
in by 23rd November.

Make the most of the summer days, enjoy your drives.

This quote on a calendar is well worth sharing.

‘Time is free, but it’s priceless. 
You can’t own it, but you can use it. 
You can’t keep it, but you can spend it. 
Once you’ve lost it you can never get it back’

Fran

Our bank details are:
 
Bank:       Standard Bank
Account:      MG Car Club – Cape Town Centre
Branch code:      036 309
Internet Branch code: 051001
Account number:     271157925

Disclaimer:

Views, comments, opinions, advice or suggestions in this newsletter are 
those of the contributors and advertisers and are not necessarily those of 
the club or its committee. Availability and condition of items advertised 
for sale are not guaranteed by the club or the committee. Whilst every care 
is taken in compiling the contents of the newsletter the club, committee 
and officials assume no responsibility for any effects arising therefrom.
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   021 554 1097 / 082 733 7258
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  OUT AND ABOUT

  NOVEMBER

Tuesday

Sunday

Thursday

 14th

 19th

  30th

Natter & Noggin at CHC Clubhouse, Riebeek Street, Wynberg  @ 7.30pm

Century Classic Car Run organised by the Triumph Club (details on page 4)

Veterans’ Run - (details on page 4)

DECEMBER

Sunday    3rd Showday/Christmas picnic at Timour Hall -  (details on page 5)

Tuesday
  
  12th    
 
  

Christmas Natter & Noggin at CHC Clubhouse, Riebeek Street, Wynberg  
@ 7.30pm

 
  
    NOVEMBER BIRTHDAYS

     8-Mervyn Corbishley            9-Harold Chapman,                 11-Craig Browne 
   19-Stuart Leach                   23-Chris Champion                 24-Geoff Ballantyne             
   25-Peter van Breda             26-Moira Peché                         29-Marius Herholdt,   Laurette Ford
         
      ***************    
   New email address:
   Geoff Ballantyne     geofferyballantyne@gmail.com  
  
     *************** 
   Register Plaques
   The following two plaques cannot be accounted for - MGA and MGB Chrome Bumper.  
    Should a member be in possession of any of these plaques please contact:
    Robin Rich   (021) 903 3426 or 082 660 3538
     
     *************** 
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   CENTURY CLASSIC CAR RUN                        

  
     This informal gathering is a CHARITY EVENT in aid of the CHILDRENS HOSPITAL TRUST.   

  The 100km ride will feature cars and drivers whose combined ages exceed 100 years.
  Cars will gather at Century Avenue E-parking (at the Bosmansdam entrance to Century City, just 
  past Porsche) and then depart on their journey through the Durbanville Winelands, ending off at 
  the Killarney Raceway.
  There will also be delicious breakfast rolls, coffees and teas on sale at departure point.
          Cost:           R100 per car
          Registration:           8.30am
          Departure time:    10.30am
          Venue:      Century Avenue E-parking
          Date:         Sunday, 19th November 2017
  Get your ENTRY FORM from 3rdcenturyclassiccarrun@gmail.com by 10 November 2017.  We   
  encourage everyone to come along and either take part or see some of these exquisite cars in 
  action.
                                              ENTRY IS FREE TO SPECTATORS
 
     *************** 
     
  
  VETERANS’ RUN   -    30th November  

   Please meet at the Engen Garage on the N1.  The distances are taken from the garage.  

    00  Meet at Engen garage
    22  Proceed on the N1 take the turn off R301 (passing Paarl Golf Club and Pearl Valley Estate)
    26  Approach Val de Vie Circle and continue straight
    38  At the T intersection (Berg River Dam straight ahead) turn right towards Paarl onto the R45
    45  Pass Alle Bleu on your right
    49  Turn left into VREDE AND LUST where we will be having lunch
                                                                                                                                                                       
   There is a wine tasting option for those wishing to do so at R40 per head – the wine list is 
   available on the website.  Please select your lunch from the following choices (the lesser price 
   is the starter portion). 

   Roasted vegetable quinoa salad: roasted Mediterranean vegetables, red quinoa,         R62 / 95
   rocket, dukkah spice, danish feta & balsamic dressing  
   (add: basil pesto chicken strips 100gr. R45)

   Panko fish cakes with fennel salsa and preserved citrus curd                      R45 / 65 
              
   Boland burger: pure beef patty (200gr) or marinated chicken breast (RDW),                                 R95
   potato-thyme-bun, bacon, tomato chutney and feta.   Served with rustic potato fries and 
   coriander mayo (add: roasted-garlic-avo-puree R15 / add: Dalewood Boland cheese R25)

   Pulled pork coleslaw wrap: slow-roasted shredded pork, chili-anise glaze & coleslaw                   R95
   wrapped in a flour tortilla, served with a crispy side salad

   Seared tuna, avo and noodle salad: egg noodles, cucumber, rocket, spring onion             R105 / 160
   and avo with wasabi-soy ginger dressing
   Contact details:  Pete van Breda  021 671 4960 / 083 4571 988  or   Liz   072 3413 932
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   The annual MG Showday will be held at Timour Hall, Plumstead on Sunday, 3rd December
   at 10.00am.   Judging of cars will commence at 10.30am.   Members wishing to enter their
   cars for judging under the following categories, please contact:   Mike Johnson 
   021 554 1097 / 082 7337 258 (email:  franjohnson35@hotmail.com) by 30th November.
   
  Concours d’Etat  This is a formal inspection for originality, condition and cleanliness.  Judging is 
  done under the standing rules for d’Etat as prescribed by the MG Car Club Combined Centres 
  of South Africa.
  
  Tops  This competition was introduced to afford members a chance to enter their MG to be judged 
  on condition and cleanliness, both interior and exterior, without the seriousness of originality and  
  authenticity.

  Concours d’Elegance  The MG must be clean and tidy and the occupants should wear period 
  dress to suit the age of the car.
   
  Concours de comique  Let’s have a laugh!  This competition is for a humourous skit with MG and 
  occupants participation. The funnier and more absurd, the better.

   In addition there will be the ‘Car of the Day’ or ‘Ladies Choice’ where the ladies present, may 
   vote for the car they would most like to take home.

   Entries will be limited to one car per member for Concours d’Etat and Tops.   As judging can be 
   a lengthy process only 10 cars will be scrutinised, thus allowing the judges more time to enjoy 
   the day.  Entrants will receive an email score sheet for guidance on presenting their car.  Judges 
   will be appointed and the winners will be announced at the 2018 AGM.

   This is a picnic event so please bring along your own food, refreshments, umbrellas and chairs.
   Unfortunately braais are not permitted on the premises.  As this area is home to many guinea
   fowl and pheasants, dogs are not permitted.
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      SHOWDAY  -  3rd December                          Mike Johnson         



    THE GENESIS OF THE MGTF                                          Roy Zazeraj               
  
    As a long-time admirer of the shapely lines of the MGTF, I was intrigued as to its evolution. 
   This interest led to some research into the TF series and the eventual purchase of a 2004 MGTF. 
   The MG marque had a long tradition and pedigree in the production of competitive, yet affordable, 
   sports cars and the F and TF series continued that tradition.  The acquisition of the MG Rover 
   Group by the Chinese NAC in July 2005 resulted in a hiatus in the production of the MGTF and 
   then the eventual cessation of production of this series altogether. 

   As most owners will know, the MGTF was a major reworking of the popular MGF series and the
   story of the MGF is itself an intriguing one.  In the wake of the demise of the MG Midget and the 
   MGB in the early 1980s, there seemed little prospect of the continuation of the MG badge.  It was 
   accepted that the high-volume MGB should have been replaced in around 1969, but it continued 
   to be sold, with few changes, for another 12 years.  Within the Rover group, the MG sports car unit
   struggled in a subordinate (almost skunk-works) role.  It had a continual battle for budget and
   relevance against the likes of the MG family sedans (such as the Maestro) and of course the
   Rovers, Austins and Triumphs.  This was not helped by ongoing problems in the parent company.

 Ironically, it was the Japanese that showed the way, with the mid-engined Toyota MR2 from 
 1984, followed by the Mazda Miata (or MX5), which hit the market in 1989.  These (thankfully) 
 brought the idea of a light and affordable sports car back into the headlights of MG Rover.  The 
 Miata was yet another example of a car being created overseas that the British had long talked 
 about, but not delivered.  The Miata had effectively and popularly copied the essence of the 
 British roadster.  The Rover group quickly sourced a Miata and this led to the aptly-named 
 “Project Phoenix” - with the sole objective of producing a practical, modern, sports car.  The MGF 
 then rose out of Project Phoenix, although many pundits (incorrectly) thought this would be the 
 MGD. 

 The MGF was produced between 1995 and 2002 and it was the first MG to have a mid-
 transverse-mounted engine, which made for superb handling. It came in two variables – the
 1.8i K-series 16 valve and the 1.8i VVC. The VVC (variable valve control) was later dubbed
 “Very Very Complicated” by the American mechanics that got to work on them. But enough of 
  the MGF, as our main focus here is on the subsequent MGTF.  

 The MGTF represented another big change of gear and was produced from 2002 to 2005. 
 Although it had evolved from The MGF, it was a significant re-engineering effort.  It was much
 more than just an upgrade and so it merited a change of name, to mark the new direction.
 The branding of the new series as the TF was an interesting choice, given the sensitivity to the
 previous use of the name (1949 to 1953) - while the idea of an MGG sounded too much like
 going to the horses.  But, re-using an MG name was not without precedent and it also provided
 a neat link to the previous MGF.   

 So what was so new about the TF?  Here follows some technical stuff (skip two paragraphs on
 if not interested).

 There were many meaningful improvements.  Brand new suspension set-ups were designed 
 both front and rear.  Steel demountable coil springs replaced the problematic Hydragas 
 suspension units (which were apparently more susceptible to temperature fluctuations).  Rear
 suspension is particularly important in a mid-engined car, so a completely new multi-linked axle
 was engineered to provide precise control of rear wheel geometry in varied conditions.  Both front
 and rear sub-frames were modified and, with other design changes, this made for enhanced
 structural stiffness and even more precision of control.  The steering was retuned, with a 10%
 faster-geared rack.
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    Ride height was lowered by 10mm, which improved appearance, handling and stability. The TF 
    was also a lot safer, receiving a Euro NCAP four star rating for “occupant safety protection” and 
    a class-leading three star rating for “pedestrian safety protection”.  

    Regarding the powertrains, the VVC set-up was replaced by high-lift cams and new induction 
    and exhaust systems. The enhanced engine outputs were used to define the model.  So the 1.6 
    motor became the MGTF 115, the 1.8 automatic became the TF 120, the core model was the 
    MGTF 135 and the top of the range became the MGTF 160.  So in engineering terms the TF 
    was a very different car. 

    Now let’s get to the shapely lines mentioned at the start. Up front, MG Rover (now with little 
    budget left) gave the TF a slightly longer nose and introduced projector-type headlights and 
    attractive new grill vanes. The new headlamp units incorporated the indicator lights, giving the 
    front a cleaner look. The rear end featured a longer boot-lid and an integrated rear spoiler. 
    Separate one-piece side sills were both pretty and gave a more dart-like shape to the engine 
    bay air intakes. They also contributed to a 20% increase in torsional stiffness, plus the increased 
    crash roadworthiness. And these are just some of the changes – further engineering and body-
    work improvements followed. 

    In March 2003, the MGTF won an award as the “World’s Most Beautiful Cabriolet” at an awards 
    ceremony held in Milan. A panel of design experts, from outside the automotive industry, gave 
    the award “for blending great originality and typical elements of MG tradition, with a strong
    casual and dynamic character”.  We agree. The MGTF came as the culmination of a long line 
    of impressive MG sports cars.  One wonders what the current marque owners, NAC, have in 
    mind for the future. 

    Sources (heavily) used:
    David Knowles:   MGF and TF, The Crowood Press, Ramsbury, Marlborough, Wiltshire, 2010

    David Lillywhite et al: MG-The Complete Story, From Old No1 to the TF LE500, Octane Media, 
    Wollaston, Northants (no publication date) 
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 The annual Whales & Wheels Festival in Hermanus is a popular event on the Overberg 
 calendar, attracting many visitors from the area and further afield.  Motoring clubs are invited to
 exhibit their classics at this well organised car show held on the local school grounds.   An 
 interesting variety of cars are displayed, some traveling long distances to Hermanus.  The car 
 show also includes a parade through the town past the Old Harbour tourist area.  This year the
 parade was reminiscent of the 1920 -30s racing years where spectators lined the race route
 and surged onto the road as cars approached at breakneck speed.  Fortunately this parade is 
 at snail’s space where most spectators seemed to be viewing the cars through their cameras 
 or cellphones. 

 The MG allocated site displayed only 8 MGs, a poor turnout considering the popularity of the
 marque.  Apart from Overberg non-members, Mike Bolton (TC) and Keith Rowley (modern TF)
 our club displayed 6 MGs – Davies, Johnson (TD) Roux, Moore, Peiser & Opperman (MGB).
 Club members Tony and Bronwyn Bruton had their yellow, rugged Jeep lined up with the macho
 4x4 vehicles.  Shirley Roux exhibited her classic 1951 Citroen Light 15 with the Citroen Club.
 Towards the end of the show this ‘MG wannabe’ sneaked in with the ever-so-British MGs.
 Good camaraderie however, avoided the start of another Anglo-French war.

                 

      
                 Sue under the Octagon

    Stunning red TD owned by Martin Davies

              

                  Someone else who wished he 
                   owned an MG

                            Shirley Roux’s ‘wannabe MG’       

     HERMANUS  WHALES & WHEELS                             Mike Johnson



      KILLARNEY CAR SHOW                                              Martin Davies       
        

       

    

       
      
         

    

      

      
         

                                          
 The morning arrived cold, cloudy and with the threat of rain.  The drive in my TD to Killarney
 was completed with hood up, scarves wound around our necks, gloves on and a thick blanket 
 draped across our knees.

 Upon arrival, we were directed to the designated parking area for the MG Car Club. The gazebo 
 was erected with a comedy of errors by too many cooks all attempting to hold it in position as the 
 wind had other ideas as to where it should be located.  The MG feathers were also erected and
 at long last normality was regained as we set up our table and chairs to enjoy a world class 
 Classic Motor Show.  It was at this stage, the rain arrived which quickly drove the few MG 
 members in different directions for cover.  Most made a run for the Cape Jaguar Club premises.  
 One couple chose to huddle in their clipper blue MGTD.  It was amusing to note how the
 windows became steamed up in a very short period of time which caused some to comment 
 that maybe they were reminiscing and re-enacting their testosterone filled teenage days!

 The rain eventually subsided at midday, spectators soon filled the Killarney grounds to view and 
 admire the variety of classic cars on show.  Activities from the many different attractions were in 
 full swing and from a slow start, the day turned into a series of successful activities which were
 enjoyed by all. 

 Unfortunately, support from MG members was sparse as only five MGs were at the MG stand.
 These five comprised three MGTDs and two MGB roadsters.  It is hoped and anticipated more 
 support will be forthcoming for next year’s show.     

     

                   Almost airborne

            “MG-ing in the rain”
                 

 

              
   Hoods up and covers on
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      PRINCE ALFRED’S HAMLET FESTIVAL                     Shirley Roux 

  

        
              
    
                         
                                      
 

 

    It was a beautiful clear, crisp morning at 6am when Philip and I left home in the MG heading 
    off to Prince Alfred’s Hamlet for the Festival. Cars for the Classic Car display had to be parked 
    by 9am at the local school, hence the early morning start.

   We decided to take the route via Wellington and Tulbagh and at that time of the morning, the 
   scenery was amazing. The Johnsons and Davies met up with us at a lay-bye just past Tulbagh 
   where we stopped to enjoy a much needed cup of tea, muffins and rusks.  We were also able to 
   thaw out a bit too in the early morning sunshine!

   The next 40 kms flew by despite having to stop twice for Mike to attend to his misbehaving fuel 
   pump.  On the last pit stop, the Morris contingent passed us like a swarm of bees all eager to 
   take their positions on the school grounds.  At the entrance to the grounds we were given a 
   lovely goodie bag and shown where to park.  Once parked we ”set up” camp with our tables, 
   chairs, umbrellas, cooler bags etc.  There were 6 MGs all together on display – 2 TDs, 2MGB
   Roadsters and 2 MGB GTs. There was a wonderful display of classic cars from our MGs to
   Cadillac, Chev, Hudson, Dart, Anglia, VW Beetles, Morris Minor, Pontiac, etc. and also an
    impressive display of modern tractors.

   As Theo van der Hoek had just celebrated his 70th birthday the day before, his better half, 
   Shirley, organised another surprise birthday party for him (the 3rd of 7!!) and spoilt us with 
   some lovely bubbly and snacks.

   At the festival we were treated to a magnificent air display by the Silver Hawks, their precision 
   was incredible.  Some of the other activities included watching sheep shearers in action, a dog 
   agility show by a number of very clever four legged friends, marimba band, magicians, dancers 
   and other performers.  Drum majorettes, the Classic Car drive-by, sky divers, MTB cycle ride,
   potjiekos & apple tart competitions, karate display, the Mej. HKKF pageant plus there were 
   many other arts and craft type stalls, a beer tent and a number of food stalls.

   The classic cars were judged in the morning by three appointed judges and one overall 
   co-ordinator.  The three areas that the judges looked at were the condition of upholstery, body-
   work and mechanics. The prizes were awarded to the winners later in the afternoon and our very 
   own Mike and Fran Johnson did us proud as they received 1st Prize.  Hope you enjoy using your 
   prize!  By about 5pm we all started packing up to head off to our various B&Bs for the night 
   but activities still carried on in the main tent well into the night with a dinner/dance.

   We arrived at our B&B with the Johnsons and Davies in Ceres to discover that a very grand 
   30th birthday party had been set up as well as an 18th birthday party.   As we were unpacking 
   our luggage from the MGs a stretch limo arrived with a very excited, blindfolded 30 year old!! 
   All in all it was quite an eventful evening and Louis our “jack of all trades” manager kept us 
   entertained and produced a most delicious and artistically presented meal.

   Another beautiful day dawned on Sunday and after a later than expected breakfast the six of 
   us drove back into town as country member, Basil Wesson, his wife Annalie and son David had 
   very kindly opened the doors of their warehouses so we could view their wonderful collection of 
   about 140 cars.  The rest of the MG crowd were also there, as were members of other car clubs
   and friends.  Our thanks to the Wessons for indulging us.
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   By now it was late morning and time to head home.  We chose a slightly different route home, this 
   time we passed Tulbagh, then turned off the R44 at Hermon, heading to Malmesbury via Riebeek-
   Kasteel and then home on the N7.  Mike kept us entertained along the way with his “tap dancing”
   to the tune of his temperamental fuel pump, 5 times to be precise.

   We had a tremendous amount of fun and there was so much to see at this well organised show. 
   We are sorry that more members did not attend to appreciate and enjoy the festivities.  Please put 
   this event in your calender for next year, you’ll be sorry if you miss it ……

                 A colourful line up of MGs 

                       
      

                                

                 
      1st prize winners
                             Mike & Fran

       

        
          Mike doing the fuel pump ‘tap-dance’
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      VETERANS’ RUN TO HILLCREST ESTATE  - (September)            

      
   It was one of those beautiful warm and clear days in Cape Town – just the right weather 
   to take your MG out for a drive.

   15 MGs and 1 plastic met at 10:00 at the Engen One Stop – N1 Northbound.  Everybody 
   was in a cheerful mood and excited at the prospect of going for a top-down drive (well, 
   only those with soft tops!) in the country-side.  After coffee and a chat, we departed at 
   10:30 on our route along the N1 and then onto the R44 towards Wellington.  A few 
    kilometers down the R44 we turned onto the R312 and headed towards Durbanville.  It 
    was perfect weather for driving past all the farmlands, with lovely green fields and the 
    smell of fresh air. 

    Our route took us into the northern side of Durbanville and out onto Vissershok Road 
    past the well-known Meerendal Wine estate.  From there we routed via the Contermans-
    kloof 4-way stop and on to the Tygerberg Valley road, which led us right into the gates of 
    the Hillcrest Estate, our lunch-stop for this Veterans’ run. 

    All participants quickly made themselves comfortable and settled down with a well-
    deserved drink.  Lunch was ordered and everybody chatted away merrily while taking  
    in the view.
  
    We were pleasantly surprised to hear from Martin that three members celebrated their
    80th birthdays in September/October, namely Cathy Swanepoel, Angela Manton and
    Brian Dallimore.  Well done to Brian for celebrating his 80th birthday on the same day 
    as the Veterans’ Run with all his MG friends.

    16 cars in attendance were made up as follows:  4xMGB   3xMGBGT   2xMGC 
    3xMGTD   1xMGA   1xMGTF  1xMGZR and 1xplastic.  It was truly a very pleasant day 
    out and my thanks go to all who participated.
     
    Colin Cromhout           
          

     

 
          
                Ladies, lads, lunch and laughter
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    LETTERS

   
   (received from Pam Green on 3rd October 2017)     
   
   To dear members of the MG Car Club CT,
   
   Thank you so much for the beautiful flowers sent to me, and how wonderful it was for
   our girls to witness the love and respect shown at the memorial gathering, we will 
   never forget it.   Now life goes on and it is heavy going.

   Thank you all so much, 
   love from Pam and my girls.

     ***************

     

    (received from Buddy Mockford on 14th October 2017)
    
     I visited the MG Owners club in Swavesey, near Cambridge, on Thursday to buy 
     a few spares for my TF.  It’s a great place to wander round and drool at all their lines 
     of spares & accessories.  Pity our SA rands don’t go very far when purchasing items.
     Their workshop is large and busy with total renovations, servicing and painting.

     Talking to Richard Ladds he told me that John Twist, an American, gives seminars on 
     maintenance and has produced videos of these seminars.  These can be accessed 
     by members. They are on You Tube. Search John Twist University Motors.  John 
     gained his fame from appearing in his own short tune up University Motors videos on 
     all aspects of MG maintenance.  For example SU Tuning on an MGB is on no. 147.  

     Hopefully members find this info helpful.
     Jenny and I will be back early November after a wonderful holiday.
  
     Kind regards,
     Buddy   

   
      ***************
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   FOR SALE
   
   MG TF160  2003  excellent condition.  Rebuilt engine with upgraded head gasket.  Over 
   30000k spent by previous owner.  Must be seen, photos available.   
   Drive away bargain   R60,000
   Contact:  Brian Crawford  082 783 6921

   MGB r/b clock, serviced by Stewart Woodcock, but never fitted.  In very nice condition, price
   less than service cost.  R500  
   MGB clutch master cylinder AAU7152 (repro)    new R450
   Electronic distributor replace Lucas 25D + 45D  new R2,850
   Armstrong lever arm shock absorbers GSA168+169 with link, very good, used R450 the pair
   Demister tubes BHH609 + BHH390 new and used R250 the lot
   Vent grill AHH6102 good, used - R100  
   Contact: Pat  072 348 4493 / pacman@kingsley.co.za

   MGA  88G296 oil pump, used R100
   AHH8010 road wheels, used sand blasted & primed X 5 (best offer)
   12H93 +94 conrods, new  (best offer)
   AFH1899 door panel stiffener bar, R100 the pair
   27H397 4” Bezel speedo / rev counter (also early MGB) 1 new + 1 used R100 the pair
   4” carb. cooling fan, fits into air intake, new R450
   Contact:  Pat 072 348 4493 / pacman@kingsley.co.za

   MG 1100 front driving flange part no. BTA 367.  This driving flange is not available anymore. 
   The original flange is in cast iron. This flange has been machined from En 19.
   Price:  R1200.00    
   Contact:  Robin Rich  021 903 3426 / 082 660 3538.

    WANTED

     MGA, preferably 1961 model. 
     Contact: Dave Lutman (email: davecathy@telkomsa.net)

          


